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1111': CONTRIBUTION OF Till: DIFFUSE LIt ► II"l' COMPONENT

TO TIIF TOPOGRAP111C I:FFUC'T ON RFMOTFLY SENSED DATA

Claris Justice

Brent llolben

ABSTRACT

The topographic effect is measured by the difference between the global radiance from inclined

surfaces as a function of their orientation relative to the sensor position and light source. Tine short-

wave radiant energy incident on a surface is composed of direct sunlight, scattered skylight and light

reflected from surrounding terrain. The latter two components arc commonly known as the diffuse

component. The objective of this study was to examine the contribution of the diffuse light com-

ponent to tile topographic effect and to assess the significance of this diffuse Coniponent with re-

spect to two direct radiance models, to spectral band ratioing and to simulated Landsat data.

Diffuse and global spectral radiances were measured for a series of slopes and aspects of a uni-

form sand surface in the red and photographic infrared parts of the spectrum, using a nadir pointing

two-channel handheld radiometer. Tine diffuse light was found to produce a topographic effect which

varied from the topographic effect for direct light. The topographic effect caused by diffuse light was

found to increase slightly with solar elevation and wavelength for the channels examined. Tine Correia-

tions between data derived from two simple direct radiance simulation models and the field data were

icot significantly affected when the diffuse component was removed from the radiances. Diffuse rad-

iances contributed largely to the variation In ratioed data. Subtraction of the diffuse radiance prior

to ratioing resulted in a 50 percent average decrease in the standard deviation of the ratioed data.

In an extreme case of radiances from a 60 percent reflective surface, assuming no atmospheric

path radiance, the diffuse light topographic effect contributed a maximum range of 3 pixel values

in simulated Landsat data from all aspects with slopes up to 30 degrees, Such a variation is suffi-

ciently small compared with other variations which are likely to occur in the data, to indicate tha'

the diffuse component does not warrant modeling prior to cover classification analysis.



`l'IIF C'ONTRIBUTiON (* rm; DIFFUSh LIGHT COMPOWNT

TO Tlih TOPOGRAPIIIC Fhh1"sCT ON REMOTiiLY SI:NS1.D DATA

1, INTRODUCTION

The shortwave radiant energy incident oil a horizontal portion of the earth's surface is composed

of direct sunlight, scattered skylight and light reflected from surrounding terrain, Tile latter two

components are in common usage termed the diffuse component (Lul and Jordan, 1960; Stanhill

19116; Kondratyev, 1077), It is hv.poitant to note that certaiii studies have used the term diffuse

light to refer strictly to ullpolari"zed light (Shurcliff, 1962). 'I 'liroilgliolit this study file co111mo11

usage was adopted.

In modeling the sensor response from inclined surfaces, Ifolben and Justice (1979), Justice and

Ilolhen (1979), and Ilolhen and Justice (19110) showed that there was a need to examine the contri-

bution of the diffuse light radiance to the topographic effect. Tile topographic effect is defllled here

as the variation in global radiance from inclined surfaces as a function of their orientation relative to

the sensor position and light sources. The term "topographic effect" is used because in file context

of satellite remotely sensed data e.g., L.andsat data, the Light source and sensor geomet-v are essenti-

ally constant for a specific data set and the principal variation is in the surface geometry, i.e, topog-

raphy. The degree of topographic effect can be measured by comparing the radiance from a flori-

zontal surface to the radiance from a sloping surface of the same cover type. The objective of this

paper was to quantify the contribution of the diffuse light component to the topographic effect

through field measurement and to assess the significance of the diffuse light contribution both for

two selected theoretical models and simulated Landsat data.

?. BACKGROUND

The irradiance received at a surface is the sum of the direct and diffuse conlpollents and is often

termed the global irradiance. The diffuse skylight component impinging a surface is caused by the

atmospheric Rayleigh and Mie scattering of the solar beam and varies in proportion to the direct

r'
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Component as a t-unction of Wavelength, optical path length. composition of the atmosphere (Pull-

rich 19h4, and Fraser I Q75) and the orientation of the surface. 11'lmmuxements of the hUemity of

diffust^ radiation incident oil a hori/ontal plane at the harth's snl'face and the proportional relation-

ship to the global flux have been presented both for clear skies d(lbal 1979a and b) and cloudy coil-

Mons (ShmhUl 1905), Measurement of the diffuse skylight is usually take, by obseurring the solar

disc, although the effectiveness of this Metho d is questioned by I leywood ( I 9 Measurements of

the spectral distribution of bath direct and diffuse compoii nts at varying times al' year are presented

by Baer (I 977), I burly, daily, aril monthly totals al' elif't'tlsr radiatiatl calculated t'1'oln slit 'arc

mcasuremcnts were described by Lul and Jordan (1960h Norris ( I9hh) and Goldberg et al (1979),

Diffuse and direct irradiance measurement have also been mode for sloping surfaces by twing hend-

sphericai pyronomrters tilted at various angles and aspects (Kofidratyev and Manoklva, 1960: My-

wood, 1965;Amps and (Silmin 1977; Klucher I 979 By definL ion, the diffuse skylight incident

on a su Obee Is mldtiAvetlonal, The path length of ati osphertc scatterers such as aerosols and all'

molecules changes with viewing direction and therefore (he spectral distribution of skylight intensity

would not he expectedto he equal around the celestial hemispicre, Tllis anisotropic distribution

is impol'taint when considering the proportion of the diffuse component relative to the global ir-

radiance impinging inclined surfaces,

The general distri wt`ion of five intensity of sky radiation has been presented by Bullrich ( 1 964),

13u1h & ct al, ( t 9ht;), Coulson (1971) and Temps and Coulson ( 197 7) and shows all 	 dfs-

tribution around the celestial hemisphere with a maximum around the solar aureole, caused by strong

forward scattering and a mihmum, normal to the soilr beam in the principal plane, There is also a

Marked increase in brightness towards the horizon, due to limb brigh tell ing of' the Farth, Temps

and Coulson (i 977) observed that for a 34° solar elevation that the intensity of skylight was 40 per-

cent greater at the horizon that at tic zenith.

Fedorova (19 165) (referred to in Kond vIev 1977) showed that 80 pere-at or the total scat-

tered flux incident oil a horizontal surface will come front the cii'cunlsaLa r half of a clear sky. The



intensity of diffuse light reaches a peak between .4 and .5µl11 title to illolecular itayleigh scattering

((sates 100. Dave et al, I975) .md the ratio of the irradiances of direct sunlight and global flux decrease

with decreming wavelength (lave et al. 1075 f, The dlffllse component of irradiance indtlent on a hod-

/oll(al surface is greater than the direct component for wavelengths shorter (hall .375µ1n. 'Ilse intensity

and tlistrilmdon of skylight around the celestial hemisphere is shown to vary bath with solar elevation

and wavelength (tibhz and HuHrich, 1461, Dave 197H, Hu11rich et al. 1078).

Rulh•ich et al. ( 1066) show that the skylit ht minilllum becomes angularly more distant Am the

shit wl(1l increasing solar elevation and wavelength, I '11ey reported that the skylight radiance differ-

ential between the solar Zenith and the horizon increases with wavelength.

The relative t"1 roportkmi of diffuse to t kAml irradiances increases directly with solar zenith angle

(Frazer 1 9751 this increase being a numhu nil at large ii1cidence angles (Coulson 1971 ). Temps and

Coulson ( 1977) Vowed that hider nlidlatitude, contenvntal summer, cleat' sky conditions, the sky-

light contributed 16 percent to the UUM flux on a horizonUl surface, far a s pla y elevation of 37 de-

grees, I leywood (I t)66) states that the diffuse component oil a clear sky midsummer clay will rise

front 16 percent of the total radiation at noon to 25 percent at 5 hours before of after 110011. Dave

ct A, C 1 4)75) stated that the diffuse conlponernt on a horizontal surface is about one seventh of they

direct component for the still overhead but 1.2 tittle", as Illuch as the direct component for a solar

zenith angle of 8Q°, under average illitllattude summer conditions,

Most Studies of diffuse mdIaton are undertaken under cWur sky conditions with no appm'ent

visible hare. A change in aerosol content, water vapor and/or cloud cover will however cause it

change in spectral intensity and spectral distribution of the skylight and a change in the relative pro

portions of direct and diffuse 110% Detailed discussions of the intensity (list ribution of the skylight

under different atmcmpheric conditions are given by Coulson (1971), Dave (1978) and Dave (1979),

The component of tile diffuse light scattered from adjacent terrain Coll trlbtltes to the global

(lux incident on a surface but has received little attention in the literature due to the complexity of

isolating this component for measurement, Light reflected from atl,iacent surfaces eithe
r onto the
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measured surface, or into the sensor field of view will lie dependent oil ,1 number of factors, such as

directional relleetane charaetel'istics. albedo and orlentat ► oll of the adjacent surfaces. ileywood

( I0ow stated that terrain reflection and reradiation is negligibie oil surfaces of less thall 00 0 Slope,

bt ► t call ,Ittaill abolit 8 percent of the global radiation oil , ► vertical surface ill the summer,

Boer ( 1077 )  gave ,I general estimate of the eontributioll to the total sunlight by reflectance

from adjaunt surfaces of betwimi 4 and 7 percent for Surfaces 1101'111,11 to the solar beall), assuilling

,1 20 hl"t'Ceilt Slll't', lGe ,Ilbecic). Ko11dratyel' ( 1 9 77) stated that for steep Slopes with high albedo vallleti,

the reflected radiation 1'rom surrounding terrain may constitute a considerable proportion of* the

global flux and that this proportion will be highest at low Solar elevations for Slopes 1'acillg away froul

the still. I11 an example I'm a surface with ,1 20 percent albedo and in all extrellle Case (i.e., low solar

elevation for slopes,lway from the still), lie reports that the terl'ain reflectance Can constitute 09

percent of the glob.il flux for a 90' slope and 9.8 percent for a 30° slope.

Modeling the radiation incident oil 	 has been undertaken fora number of applications.

Recent developments ill modeling the radiation from surfaces have been made for remote sensing

applications (e.g., Oliver and Smith, 1974, Marks and Dozier, 1979, Klmes and Kirchner 1980),

whereas pl-evious insolation modeling had predominantly meteorological and solar energy applica-

tions, Several of the early models asslulled all isotropic distribution for diffuse light under clear sky

conditions, Lui and Jordan (1963) developed ,ill insolation model to predict the global radiation

oil 	 surfaces assuming an isotropic diffuse sky distribution, Ifolben (1975) developed a

direct and isotropic sky diffuse insolation model which incorporated first order effects due to slope

orientation and shading from adjacent topography, I lowever, several studies have shown the adverse

effects of applying the isotropic diffuse sky assumption (e.g„ Temps and Coulson 1977; Klucher

1979; Dave 1979). Kondratyev (1977) shows convincingly that the isotropic assumption is

accurate for slopes facing perpendicular to the principal plane and for slopes of less thiul 45n.

The general anisotropic "all-sky" model presented by Klucher (1979) provides a good model

for thesolar radiation oil 	 surfaces. The model was developed from horizontal surface nleasure-

5



►nerlts and was shown to have a systematic error of less than ,Snlw cin 2 . This model showed illl-

provements over the models presented by Lui and Jord,  11061) anti Temps and Coulson (1977).

Inclusion of the scattered terrain radiance in insulation 111 dvk ou inclined surfaces has been under-

Wen by Kondwttyev (1x)77) Dozier (197H) and Klim  and Kireluler ( I Q80) but thew models are

substantially more omiplex. Dozier ( 1978) developed a coin prehensive solar radiation model for

snow surfaces in mountainous termite and in a sample of the mtrdei output of a typical mountainous

situation, showed the following resides: Vor the ultraviolet and visible spectrum 75 percent of file

incoming radiation was direct. 15 percent diffuse and 10 percent from terrain re flee taliikx: for the

infrared QI percent was direct, 2 per:ent diffuse. and 7 per'eetlt terrain reflectance, Kh11es and

Kirchner ( 19R0) demonsimted that exeluslon of adiaceilt terrain reflectance when modeling

Laillbertian target rencounee under extrewe conditions, i.e. adjacent slopes of 30 9 : sun angle eol'-

rected albedu of 5 percent, tilt's ► red wavelctigh, could lead to a Q percent crrar. The error Nrm was

considerably less for slopes 	 30'.

For remote scrrsins Ntutlies and in partielllar examination of the topographic effect wi! are

concerned with radbrice emonadnt" from the surface and not solely the insolation or irradiance hn.,

pinging file surface and tines we need to consider the reflection of both the direct and difflitie com-

pollents. 'Pile radiance measured front a surface is a function of the reffeetanee properties of the

surface, the atmosphel'e between the ground and the sensor, the Sensor geometry, and the incident

radiation. Exinliilaltion of the diffuse radiance eorllponellt in the context of remote sellsin,g w411

hell) us to mode) the topographic effect more acellrately and to assess its significance Ill illodels iIf)-

plied to satellite remotely sensed data, f or non-Lambertian surfaces, (lie radiances will lie determined

by the directional scalttering properties of the surface, the intensity and direction of radiation

sources, and the exitance angle and therefore radiance modeling will undoubtedly be more complex

than for Lanlhertian surfaces.

6
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The approach adopted for quantifying the dirrusc light component to the topographic effect

w a% to measure dif'rt^+^^^ and global radiances from surraces tilted at a range of slopes and aspects.

Q 'iaancvs were menAured cnnsecudw y Nirn a nonTamberthm coarse sand surface and a BUSO4

reference st°rfaiCe, The ilaS();a Wive appmoXnmates a 1 a ► nbert ► ann surface and has as reflectance of'

,app roxi mately 081 , , for the wavelengths and view ,angles exand ned in this study . At steeper view

angles a BaSO 4 SUN" aapproXhnates a Lambertian surface Naar less ISchutt 1976, 1Nia and Richmond

1976h The l.anibertian reference plate provides a measure of the h'radhmee mi tine stn'tace and Cam

he Used to coWulaite the surrace retiectances. Th e refleeMnces calculated A ir different fight Soiree

and sensor geometries are termed ieriectance factors (Judd, 1907). The term bidirectional reflectance

facfor is more commonly used ( Kriebel, 1071 Nirc)ciemus et al., 1977)  and fora speciried wave-

length gives a measure or the amount or light reflected into the sensor, relative to the total amount

of light impinging Elie surNey More detailed discussions of the l i ldimetionail reflectance Wors From

(natural Surfaces are given by Qulscm et ail„ (1965) , Poulson ( 1 900), Kriebel (1976, 1977, 1978),

acid Robinson and Well (1979).

Radiance meaasom ants were obtained far both surraaces, inclined at all combinations of slope

angles, ranging from O d)O degrees hi 10* incry ► rents and aspects for the 10 Compass points, in 215'

111crvm1ents. The surrace aspect was measured in degrees Clockwise from the sun's azimuth, 'This

angle is termed the "aspect" of the surface (Nilsen and Justice. 1979), fled and photographic in-

frared radiance data pairs were collected in data sWisets culled "azpect strOgs." that is slopes be-

tween 0 - 00' in 10° increments for each aspect, Tlie measurements, in 7r radkinces, Wert' taken Using

a two-channel nadir painting handheld radiometer, similar to that described by Pearson et al, (1979),

Filtered for the red (()K - O,la c) µnn) anti photographie infrared ((),76 - OMO gm) bands, 'These chan-

nels are equivalent to the proposed "Thematic Mapper bounds 3 and 4 or Lvnidsat 1) ('1'uW et al„

1980), Although 7r radiances were measured Using the handheld radiometer, the term radiance is

Used to describe these nicasuremen, s throughout the text.

7
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The surfaces surrounding the target were painted flat black to minimize terrain scattering, Glo-

bal anti diffuse radiances were measured for both surfaces at each slopelarpect combination. The

diffuse observations were obtained by shielding the solar disc with a snail opaque panel. Three data

sets were taken tinder clear sky conditions for solar elevations of 23°, -9*, anti 34 which correspond

to the Lauldsat sensing time for midlatitude solar elevations occuring during late fall, winter and early

spring, or for high latitude solar elevations occuring during late spring, summer anti early fall respec-

tively. Fach data sot was collected in less than 45 minutes anti each azliect string in less than 3 min-

utes. '['lac measurement apparatus was reoriented to the sun's azimuth after collection of'radiance

measurements far each azpcct string subset, to reduce errors due to the apparent movement of the

still.

4. ANALYSIS

The analysis of the data is presented in four subsections. The first section (4.1) describes the

general characteristics of the diffuse light topographic effect. Section 4,2 shows how the diffuse

light topographic effect changes with solar elevation and wavelength. Section 4 , . ^zscssos the sig-

nificance of the diffuse component with respect to two direct radiance models and to spectral band

ratioing. The final section (4.4) demonstrates by a simulation study, the contribution of m,., diffuse

light topographic effect to Landsat MSS sensor response.

4.1 General Characteristics of the Diffuse Light Topographic Fffect.

A topographic effect is Observable when a Change in radiance occurs due to as ch ange in surface

orientation. This topographic effect can be quantified by subtracting the radiance measured from a

horizontal surface front the radiance measured from an inclined surface, Variations in dil'fuse radi-

ance from hW 1111SO 4 surf.we were observed between slope angles acid orientations (Figure 1) and

therefore by definition a topographic effect was apparent due to the diffuse Component, The great-

est radiance range Occurred in the principal plane of the still and the smallesi range for slopes perpell-

dicular to the principal plane. An increase in radiance with slope occurred for all azpects. This pat-

8



tern strongly resembles the anisotropic distribution of diffuse light around the celestial hemisphere,

described in Section 2, The variation inn the diffuse radiance values is directly related to variations

in the sky brightness. J lie maximum sky radiance in the solar halt' of the celestial hemisphere ex-

plains the greater radiance values associated with a given slope angle, for those azpects close to solar

azimuth. The strong positive relationship between slope and radiance can be explained by the limb

brightening of the Earth and a possible contribution front terrain reflectance at the higher slope

angles. The close correspondence between the anisotropic sky distribution and radiance would be

expected from a Latnbertia n surface, as the radiances are directly related to the intensity of file inl-

pinging radiation and are independent of the vie s , angle.

All natural surfaces are non-Lambertian and to sonic degree have preferred orientations of

scattering, i,c, angular anisotropy of reflection (Kriebel 1076), The radiances from non-Lambertian

surfaces are therefore dependent on view angle. The degree of departure from Lambertianess deter-

mines the magnitude with which radiances wi ll he affected by view angle. The diffuse radiance values

for the coarse sand surface in the photo; raphic infrared (0.76 - 0.90 µnn) (Figure 2), reveal a similar

pattetn to that displayed by the Lanbertian radiances (Figure I), namely a marked increase in radi-

ance with slope, I,xamination of the radiances for tlhe Same slope angle with different azpects (i.e.,

the concentric circles in Figure 2) reveals little variation, indicating that the scattering from this non-

Lambertian surface is not particularly orientation dependent. This is most likely due to the random

distribution of flie sand grains and their individual reflecting surfaces. The similarity between the

coarse sand and BaSO 4 surfaces indicates that the sand surface has no extreme preferred direction(s)

of scattering, This is confirmed by examination of the direct and diffuse light reflectances for each

slope and azpect combination (Figures 3.a and b), Tile reflectance as shown ill Figures 3a and b is

the ratio of the radiance from the non-Lanlbertian surface (coarse sand) to the radiance from the

Lambertian reference surface (BaSO 4 ) for a given slope and azpect, The relatively constant reflec-

tance values for the same slope angle at different azpects (Figures 3a and b) show the lack of orien-

tation dependence of scattering from the sand surface. The difference between the reflectances in

9
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Filuure 31) indicates that file isotrollie assumption for (Ile diffuse light will not accurately model the

radiance. Allhollr'll in (his case the natural surface exanlined did not slum any marked direelional

scatterlllt„ it call Ile hypolhesl/ed that file vilriaiit i lls In Shy brightness collibllled Willi fill` reflec'lanee

properties of file surface will slake diffuse radiances from natilral surfaces complex to rllodrl.

.1.2 Variations in the Diffuse 1 ifthl Iblulpmphic i-ITec( \\-ill ) Wavelength and Solar Flevatioll.

I'lle diffuse lipllt topoPrclphic effect for (lie i ;ISO l surface ill (Ile red )Lilt of file spc'elr'11111

(()w M O.ti c) pnll) ilhistr'ates the :same r!ellc'ral pattern ill Ills` radiances (i'it'.urc . 0 as for (lie infrared

II-11',lll -O I ) portion of 1110 spectrlllll, Both the diffuse radiallc0 vahreS and the ran tic' for each a/pect

were lower for the r'o`ll than tie plul(opmphic infl'at'ed, the wider photoPra I'll ic infrared ballcl\vidin

extllllilled ill this still))', rostilted in hir;llel' overall radiance vallics. The dcoroase in the radiance value~

for O- ,, slopes I'acillP away lion) Ill y solara/imuth. is caused by the dominaiwe of the skylittl)l

millillmill radiallce in till` c\posod porlioll of the celomhd l)ellli5pllerv, relAive to file coil Irilillliclll

front Ille horiloll and sit 1 .1'cllllidinp. sill - face reflectance.

Variations in tie 11aS0 1 diffuse llr'.11l rachalm's were 111 ,ese111 for all data sets collec(Cd, I alliples

for .'Y' and 30" solar elevations in the rccl cnid infrared wavelerlrtths are presented in Vigillos y a, 1),

c, and (1, In general, higher solar elevation data sets had hirthrr diffilse radiallces and slightly greater

rai"ws in the radfcinces associated with an arpecl slrhgo Immicularly in the phoIographic infrared

( fable I ), Table I shows a slip'lit increase in the diffuse lip;ht topographic effect. The increase in

Ilse radiance with Solar 0levalloll is dui' to till' smaller angle of incidence inade will) flit, sill-face

and the reshll(ing increase in the r±Iohal flux throtgOi a decrease in atmospheric path Ienl.th. It should

he Voted that althougli the difibse r'adhinces increase Willi Solar elevation, the proportion of the

diffuse component relative to the direct decreases,

Calculated differences in 1110 topographic effect for tree Solal'eleratioll Bala scls, as Illeasti'ed

b1' the I';ull',e in radit111e0S associated with each a/peel, showed that the groalesl variation in tile radi-

,lice rallges between data Se(,, occurred for those Slopes facing into Solat ;1/m)nth (Table I ). The
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(01101;1;1 I'll is• eff'ecl was essentiall y' 111e salve I't ► r those a/1 ►ec15 I'acing away from soIal. a/imuth and

varied less IUI' the I'l'l) Channel.

.1..1 File Relative I ►roporGoll of the I)ilTuse 1 i1;ht Component to file Global Radiance
Rereivotl b y the scilsor.

In the previous Iwo sections, file analysis tleall with tie nlagnitlldv and variabilit y of the tlif•

RISC light lola ►gral ► hic el'1'eel but to understand the contribution t ► t' this coml ►onenl to the lopogmphit,

etlt'cl, it I5 necessary to consider Ills` 111111;Inllide of the tltl'luse radiance relative to the global radiance.

I'I ► e aluount of , dilTuse light received by (he sensor relative to the global radiance front the 11-.180,1

sur'lace was calodaletl as it I ► el'CPIllago and is I ► lolled by Slope ;.11111 a/pect ('or IN%'o solar elevations, 30"

.Intl :3" (Figures t ►Ih and of) 1'esl ► eclivVINA I idle -.Mini;e was observed hl the proportion of dil'I'use

h1;h1 reaching; the surl'ace for those a/pects ('acing into solar a/iruulh, allhough a market) increase in

file proportion of, file tlif '1 'use collll ► ollent occurred with Slope, 1'or those a/1 ►t'cts I l l" I'I ►endictlIar lU and

awa; f'r'om solar a/illlnllh (I'' iiwre oa and (if)), A marked increase occurs as incidence alleles of lltl"

are al ► I ► roachod Ox, al gra/ing auglrs), For a/1 ► ects facing into sun there is a general decrease in

IVI't'e11101"o dilTuse light with increasing Slope. Ibis is counlemeled by lermin m0ec nev at high

Slopes, i.e, t;l'e111e1' Ihall •10". 1 he Sallie 1;elheral pattern can be Seen for file two Solar elevations (1'i1'°

Ines (ta and of)), but it Should be noted that More slolws are in shado%% , for the 3" data set. I'I ► e dat;l

I'M' Iower Still elel"alit,nS Showed Il Smaller percent diffuse co1111 ► or1ent Cor Slopes facing into Sltrl and ;1

larger percent 1°or We facing away from st,Iar a/inlullt. The Iwoportion of dif'f'use light for the hod-

/.ollfal surface is Similar for both data Sets (i.e., e, 13 percent). The variation in radiances witil a/t ► ecl

for (Ile horilonfal surface is caused by slight changes ;n solar elevation )luring file Ineasure tile" I Pro-

cedure. The topographic et't'eet caused by the dif'fllse Component was 111101'e I ►r'onouneed at lore still

ankles, than at Mot sun altgles (I'ipnvs tea and ob). Although the absolute di(' ('use radiances arc

snuiller at low Slln angles, the proportion of the Iola! inoltnwg diffuse radiation is generall y higher.

The confr'ibution of the ditTuse coll t l ► ollent to the topographic effect varies Considerably with a/I ► eel

(Vigures t,a and t,l ► l. Although (Ile dit'fllse radiances vary relatively little compared to the direct

i
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radiances, (lie relative proportions of ' each c011111lneltt vary considerably. indicating Ihat an isotropic

asslnlil l tion for diffuse light would tit the lield data with dlfleling degrees ut success, dellendillp oil

slope and arl lect configuration and solar elevation.

4A Assessinh. the Siltni ewulce of the IMMise t'umllunent fur 1W Direct Radiance Models
and Spectral hand Ratioinit.

I he sllulific911ce of the diffuse collll)ul , ' ! r! 1,. ! only be astvssed With I'e1 ,e1'e11ce Ill a lavell applica°

( ki ll ul (lie radiance data. In this study, we al:' , olli lerll y d vdth till` sil',Ilificance of the dhlfllse cunll)u-

neat in nlodellllt'. radiance data to elinlnlate (110 tol l0j!' I'a f i ll ic 011,0 I. tine Way to evaluate (his signifi-

cance Is to c`xunine the Met of the diftnsv cuinpolleill oil Iwo previousl y used direct radiance Illod-

CIS (.Ilisdce and I lolllell, 1070),  by correlating (heuretical radiances front tilt` radiance Illodels to the

ineasured global radiances and the MAW direct radiances. A Second as gessillent ol , the sllulificalice

ul' diffuse radiation is Undertaken 11 examilunl', the c`ffrcf of (Ile diffuse component on sl lechel livid

ralioilll'..

File sl1r111Ii1' :Ulcd' of tilt` dlffnSO cuilll )oIlent Oil Ills' col -I'Viati011 IVIt Vec`il till` field 111ea3Urc`cl data

and simulated data derived frunl sunlihhl nludc`ls l,rullclsrd by .lustier and I ldllhrn ( 107 0 ) was as-

messed. Data derived front the simple i anlhertian model (('us i) Was correlated With the IdoWil radi-

ance 1 7ur the INSW surface, fur :I 	 elev9tiun of .1 0". rile direct radiance Was calculated by suh-

trac'tillh the diffuse radiance front the global radiance, A Slllall illiprovelllent ill tilt` col'fficirnts ol,

deterlilillatioll (1") of Ill s to h percent Was obtained for tilt` radiances wilii till` diffllse compollent

subtracted, The iI1II I I-o 'ell ► ent Was l lardmilarly marked Aw those agwc(s l lrl'l lelidicuhn: to Mar

azimuth. Correlation coefficients for the data derived using a nun-i anlhertiall model, Cosk i • Cosh 1 e

(.luslice and Ilulhen 1 071 Smith et al. i 080L Were calculated with the plobal and direct radiance.

All average illipruvenlen( of 0 percent in file coefficient of detcrininatiun for the radiances with

(lie dilTilse collihullent Subtracted over file coclTiciellfs for till` global radiance NVas observed for those

all lrc'tS l lc`t'l 1CIlcllcill:U' to IIIC Sol:ll' ;It. 11nlllll, hill a I111I1111G ► I l ► lll l roV'elUenl (t,d`. less than  llc'1'ce111)

was observed for all other atpec'ts.
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1'ie results front the correlation aiwbsis indicated that mdo metro of the diffuse conlpouent

leads it) very little inlpr'oVenlellt in the simulation of the radiance by the two direct models eXalllined,

with lite notable exception of those alpects perpendicular to the solar arilnuth. In this ease, the

correlation analysis provides only a coarse measure of the det'ree of association between Ilse direct

models and the radli;ulce data. For an explanation of correlation results, it is necessary to erarnine

detailed plots of file diffuse and direct data (Figure 7). 1'or (Ile 23" and 0" Solar elevation data

sets, it call lie seen that bo(fl file dift 'llse and direct radiances increase With slope for those alpects

facing solar alinllitl. i'or Slopes facillj' away front solar aihillith the direct radialu s decrease while

tie diffuse radiances increase, i' is rit,gatiVe relltiollship between the diffuse anti direct radiances and

the high proportion of the diffuse radhnce relttVe to the direct radiance at dlt" a/peel, accounts

11ot the nuirkodl illcreaso in the coefficient tit, dletermilliltroll for t1w direct radiance models When the

diffuse component is e\11-acted front the plohal radiance.

I'lle second assessinent of the significance of the diffuse coillhotient is with reference to hand

ratioing to remove the topographic effect. Band ratioing has been shown to provide a inealls of

red lacing the topographic effect on remotely sensd'd data (Vincent, 1 0 73). As the diffuse component

of file radiance has been shown to vary with wavelength, baud r'atioinl y, of two spectral channels (i.e.,

('llannel il('llamiel,i) will not Kid to complete elimination of the topographic induced variations

( I lolhen and .lustre 1980),

To assess the effect of tie dirruse light component oil hand ratioing of the two channels, lilt`

ratios Were calculated for both the slobal and dkvct radiances for all slopes and aspects (Figure 8).

Subtraction tit file di ffuse component frond tie radiance data, led to a 50 percent average decrease

in The standard deviation in the ratoed V:11lICS for ,dl illpecl classes, I ' lie dlowee of r'edncton \Vas

greatest, approsimmely 75 percent, for aspects perpendicular to the principal plane and least, ap-

pi-mimately 20 percent, for azpect classes parallel to (lie principal plane.

1;
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I'lle larl!e decrease' in the smite argil elMienls of the dire' light ratU, Am Awn the philval

radiilllee ratios, is title to ehffilse sky light, which eannot he relllmod h\' sillil lh` haunt rattling. 1,110

1'0111ts 11, 0111 this \Hilt) sis shoo 01111 tilt' thffosk` e01i11 1 0110111 e'011111 - ihtl(e's significantly it) tic' \arlatioll

Ill spok lial haunt rat1t ing. and prownts Iatioing from e'onlple'toly 1 , 0111 % , illp (he topograhh ► e effect in

the field data.

.1,5 Assessinit the Ilift'use 1 401 t Unwihulitm to Simolaletl I andsat NISS i:adiances.

(he field llwaslll'elllents c`\alllliletl in this stilkIN represent al ► Ideal volltrolleel data set which

lilt!\' help to predict tilt` topographic effeel till utter sc'ilsttl's rf 111111lispeclrli data. i andsat KISS

data 
are lh chaps the most widely dent type or I'enhitely sellsetl mtlltispvc(fal tlala iii earth 1'esolllces

analysis and have 
been 

shown to c'\IUhit iilarketl topographic effects ill tile areas of rn1',p',eel terrain

tllollwn and ,lostiee, W O KOK In an effort to as ms the importance of the ehMBv eompunenI on

andsat radiance data, (lie field nleasureel radiances collected in this stildy were eomertetl to I and-

salt 3 MSS 5 and ?) NA value etloivitents. The simillateti pi yel values were obtained b^ eollvertillg

the haunt-held radiometer radiances to ratlivivee vahws (hat wmiW he received by the I andsat sensor,

1'Jvoll specified atluospherie conditi ns alit) then tltnllltising the radiances according to the linear 1'e°

spullse of the I andsat	 Converter. i'lle Illethod llsod for this siillnlatioll stlidy

is detailed in the appelldi\ and was used in a I andsat simulation Mudy by l'oc'ker t 1 070 1 lie ohm

Wet of this shimlation study was to demonstrate (lie range t 1 f pixel \',llnes (i.e., I andsat tlllanti/atoll

levels), that Could t ic e\peelc`d from the diffuse Component and tllerel t) 11ssc`ss (110 importance to

eo\'el' Classification and modeling tilt` topol raI'hle effect oil I andsat data, 1\adianees del'ived ll'oln

both (he ilasO 1 and the coarse sand surface vv' re wed for thk snKly. Me  IWSO ,l 5111'lace had c. 08

peNem reflectance \\'lllell \\'as far higher than the reflectance from Illost natural slil'faces and in cer"

Win eases lent to salunitiun of the shunhied satellite sensors. The coarse sand surface had appro\i —

ma(ely oo percent re leCtance. I hese two snl'laces represented sonic of the i olest radiances 11'olil

natural surfaces that wmdd he obtained by the satellite for the solar elevations in duration and would

in turn result in the greatest pussihle tqpoVraphie A'll`en. SimilarHy (he range of slopes examined



i
0 -(10", represellled a far, greater range (hall is cllmmonly round e ell 111 areas of rugged te'rralll

and therefore exaggerated fill' degree of ttlllographlC effect that could he e pecled. To provide

a Illore realistic representation if the diffuse light lopogmi llle effect on I.alldsal data, the range of

simulated I)ixel values was calculated for 0. 30" slopes Or each aapect, as well as for the complete

ar.pect string lTahle D. The greatest range in sinitilated pixel values for the s p ud surface for the

0 - 00" slopes was 0 , for file W p rpeet in MSS 7, whereas the nl p ximunl range for the U - 30" slopes

was 3 pixel values.

A inaxinilun range of 3 pixel Tallies for the diffuse light frolll .l 00 percent reflecting surface

for all agvMs at slopes of U - 30" leads to the question of whetter emuldemlion or fire diffuse

compon ,ont should he i whided in .umbyis of Landsal data, The refleclances associated hill) illos(

natural surfaces fall well helow hU percent and as such the diffuse topographic effect would he

even snialler. Given the range of pixel values associated with any cover ty ie it is unUkely that the

diffuse topographic effect would he significant for cover type discrimination, However, where

adjacent Surface rencelances and Slopes are high file diffuse colliponent Illay need to he

cinside'red.

5, DISCUSSION OF RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

The diffuse light Coll trihution to the topographic effect was deserihed as ;1 funetioll of solar

elevation, atrllosphede condition& surface geomelry, surface reflectance propniks; and surround-

ing lerrain reflectance, The results presented in this sludy, although specific fir the particular

conditions and Surfaces exan1ined, detail a I1umher ofgelleml trends and implications conmion Or

it range if solar elevations that call he extrapolated to oilier Studies. Addrlronmdly this study

evaluated the importance of the diffuse light Conipollent for three normalization fechilielues.

'

	

	 Quantification of the diffuse radiances showed a marked topographic effect, the greatest

variation heing in the principal plane. Radiances from the BaSOa and sand surface were found to

increase willl Slope and fir the rung, of sllrNee orierllallons e' amhed, were Strongly influenced
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by the anisotropic skylight distribution. Radiances from high angle slopes were slightly increased

by light reflected from surrounding terrain. The sand surface used in this study was found to

exhibit no preferred orientation of' scatter'ing, The diffuse radiances exhibited the saillc pattern

in both the channels exanlined, although the diffuse radiances wi'f'e larger mid the topogr'apllae

effect was higher for the photographic infrared channel than for the red channel. The higher

radiances were due to till wider bandwidth of the infrared channel, Although Onto diffuse radiances

varied relatively little compared to the direct radiances. the proportion, of the lllfft.se light relative

to the direct light varied considerably, particularly for slopes facing away from solar clximuth,

Both the diffuse radiances and the diffuse topographic effect wi'l'e found to increase with solar

elevation, The diffuse light component under clear sky conditions for the horizontal surface ranged

front between 10 and 14 percent of the global radiance solar for elevations for 3 to 31l", llow-

ever, radiances recorded at low solar elevations were found to have ,a smaller percentage diffuse

component for Slopes into solar azhnuth and greater percentage diffuse component for slopes away

train solar azimuth than at higher solar elevations.

The contribution of the diffuse light topographic effect to the overall topographic effect within

global radiances, varies with a pect; the diffuse radiances generally increasing with slope for azpects

facing alto sun and decrctl ing with slope for azpects perpendicular and away from sun. These

results indicate than an isotropic sky assumption cannot he used to adequately describe the diffuse

component.

Assessment of the significance of the diffuse component was undertaken first by examining

the effect on two direct radiance models. Only slight improvements were found in the correlation

between the radiance and the theoretical data derived Using the Lambertian Model, whereas An

average improvement of 26 percent in tic correlation coefficient was calculated for data derived

using the non-Lambertian model when the diffuse component was subtracted,
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Dale significance of the diffuse component to haled ratioing was also assessed. Subtraction

of the dirfuse component led to a 50 percent .average decrease in the standard devi ation of

tilt,' ratios assoc'ia,ed with tilt' uniform surrac'c, over the rinlge of slopes ad mpects examined.

No greatest reduction in tilt' standard devaitions was found for slopes perpendicular to solar

alimuth.

The i andsat simulation study showed that for clear sky Conditions over a range or solar vleva-

tions associated with mpical mid-latilude Undsat passes, that the diffuse light radiances in cases

orextrome r'eflectancce and slope variation wotlld constittite only ^I maximum 3 pixel variation in

the I andsot measured global radiances. iIl this event, it is wilikely that such a maxhuum variation

could he taken ilhto considc'rAkin to improve cover classil'ication accumcies, by redudng the dit't'trse

liglhi topographic effect. It should he understood that areas or shadow will dove 100 percent difrtlse

radiance anti the higher Landsat quantilation values associated with these shadowed areas are essen-

tially title to atmospheric lath radiance. 'I`Ite eAket of varying atmospheric lath radiance between

the forget and sensor "are not examined in this study,

One method used to eliminate the dilTuse component and ineU ring filth radAnce efteets rrom

l.andsat radiance data is bark object suhtracton (Bentley of ill., 107M, % this method the lowest

radiance within the scene is subtracted rrom all the radiances prior to ratioing. 'Phis inethod asstnnes

an isotropic Sky distribution anti a hanlhertian surface and, depending oil the range of diffuse radi-

once values in the scene, will (g ild to an over or underwimation of the radiances and subsequent dis-

fortion or the resulting ratios.

Diffuse light Causes a topognifAile eft'eet on remotely sensed data which Will vmy ill sigrli emice

with tiv application in question, The ground haled study showed that the diffuse component

cat ► sed a detectable vmAtion ill the ratioed spectra) data whlch potentially could he Modeled anti

hence the effect c'lindnatmi fl'orhl the data. For Undsof medics a nminhtlnl possible variation of

3 pixel values for the conditions specified does not at present warrant further detailed Modeling
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AI► PI'NI)IX. ('ONVI16ION OI : *RADIANCFS I'O IANI)SA'I' Ot I AN I'I/A PION I VVVI S

The diffuse radiances lneasur •ed by the hand-held nidionleter were con\•eNed mathenlalicall} to

r'adlallees that Would be received by (he I.ands;lt 1111dtlspectr'al scanner (CUSS) Sensors. These radl-

allces wel •e then (111ar1ti/Od according to the linear response of tilt, I ;nrdsat 3 analog to digital cull•

verter.

I'lle two spectral channels of the haled -held radiollleter • \vi'l'e filtered to I'vivesent tile pr•ollost,d

I'hematic Mapper (TM) hails 3 and 4 of I andsat 1) (O.r1.3d).11 O pill and 0.7(1-0,00 pull). These two

channels are sufficientl y  similar to the MSS channels 5 and 7 (O.o-0.7 pill and 0.8 . 1.1 µm) (it' I and-

sat 3, to enable tile following simulations.

TheL,;u1(Isal 3 MSS sensors art, calibrated in nr\v,'c n1' -sr. Tel convrrl lhr Ilanel-held radiometer

radiances frolll W11l 2 in Ow '1'M hand\vidth to the MSS calibration, the radiances were divided by

10 (W/rrr•' nlw/cal ` ), divided by v to convert to a Meridian measure and multiplied b^ lire ratio

of the appropriate MSS bandwidth to the 'I'M bandwidth, This procedure assumes no aUnosphcric

degradation or contribution to the observed signal. For this sinlulatioll stud) we chose the extreme

example of flit, 111,101111111 MSS response to the diffuse radiance erlunrating from the silt-fact,, from a

target of unifolr in cover and infinite extent.

Once the radiances were calculated, they Were cluanfiled from 0 - 127 levels (2 , hite). Table

A provides the m;lxinlulrl /in i rrirlrlull MSS radiances necessary to form the linear regression for

(quantizing the radiance data.

'fable A. Minimum and maximum radiances (mw/cnl - sr) corresponding to epwntization levels 0 - I 27,

	

MSS	 tAwntixation Level
('hannel	 0	 127

	

4	 M4	 2.50

	

5	 .03	 2.0

	

t ► 	 03	 I o5

	

7	 .03	 1.50

Soun•r: curl . \Nk\. 198II, Porwnal ('ovum tmvalwiiL N,\SAJ;SI ('.

2.4



r.

Izerwssion equatlons WOW Cali ulaled for each hand and the slopes (111) and in(ereehls (h) are

presented 111 I;I1 1 10 I). 1 , 110 ie)'ress ► on equation takes tilt` form of:

thl,11111" uion I OW n1 v Radiance t h

1'1111e Ii*. 1'110 slopes and intercepts of the linear quanliration regression Inewnted for each MISS
'•11,1111101,

Banal	 Slope (III)	 InterOept (h)

•1	 51WE.i	 2,065 05

144 A153	 0AM 2.1.

► ,	 X.1 0-1 , 18	 :.351 to;

't;A3332	 485300

I he calculated (lu;rlltiration level for each radi;ulee was rounded to the nearest whole nunlher

which I'11nc tionall^ orresponds to the HISS analky to digital coliverter on hoard I andsat .1,
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me I . me tuff v ist tohognilac ors:( for three solar olovation". showililt the rallrr in latli-

alwe M IW -SO associated With each arl Iect for the bars lli stllhhale surf"Ice.

23"
20, 30'•

Red Photo I Rod Photo I  Red	 I'lloto Ih

Aspect U 1." h.7 2.0 8 2.0	 8.3

. IS 1.3 h.1 2.2 t) '.-I	 8.0

13 1 .8 v5 .8 11.1 ^	 11.1

25 . 0 11..E 1.0 o.8 t)	 h.t>

270 .8 .1.0 1	 Q o.1 IA	 7.4

34415 ..^ 5.1 k.: ".`'. I '.1	 ti, f

'fable 2. Simulated I ;1ndsat pixel ronges for diffuse lijtht h^ arpet't.

NISS 1 NISS " NISS 1 NISS

A/pect Slope Range C. sand 13aS(k,
(degrees) (degrees)

0 30 3 1 1
oo 1 o 10 I

. I1 30 ? 4	 ' .1 l
oo 4 8 ti I

00 0 U 2 I
a() ti 1	 1

oo ll .3 I 1

180 30 I 1 1 .3

oo I 1 1 7

221 30 U 1 Q 3

hQ 0 1 0

270 30 1 3 1
oo W 8 3 I	 ,

31 .;o 2 1 1
oO I 8 1.1

FF: .

o
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